Complete the spooky crossword puzzle below (if you dare!)

**ACROSS**
04. *All Hallows* ___, alt. name for Halloween
05. Gen Z’ers seem particularly vulnerable to this type of worry
06. Fear of ____out
09. Question whose answer is *Ghostbusters*
12. Dr. Frankenstein’s creation
13. *Dracula* writer Bram _______
14. A large, round orange fruit
15. Luigi rescues him in *Luigi’s Mansion 3*

**DOWN**
01. A long, loud, piercing cry
02. 2017 Jordan Peele movie
03. Enormous gorilla
07. Trick-or-treat reward, often
08. *Hocus Pocus* activity
10. Scary Movie .
11. Like a glowing jack-o’-lantern

**ANSWERS ACROSS:**
04. Eve 05. Anxiety 06. Missing

**ANSWERS DOWN:**
03. Monster 09. Who ya gonna call 12. Scary Movie